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TEE STOF.AGE OF BEETS BET\IJ'E:E;"N TID.l TI!v!E OF E:AR\"ESTING AliD SLICING 
I1T SOUTHE!:'tlT .tJ..~B;ERTA, CANADA. 

.t\. E. Palmer!:) 

The chief hazard encountered so far in the production of sugar beets in 
southern Alberta has been the possibility of injury of beets by freezing 
occurring before the beets were ell harvested. The length of the harvest 
period, that is considered. quite safe, that is bet':Jeen the time the beets are 
ready and the final freeze-up is approximately forty days, commencing about 
September 20. Freezing temperatures usually occur during this period and in 
one-third of the seasons since 1925, temperatures have been lOI'i enough to 
freeze the cro1.,rns of unha!'vested beets before the 15th of October. 
Beets remaining in the ground after the middle of October definitely run the 
risk of being frozen. This conclition has made it necessa.ry to develop methods 
of storing partially frozen beets. The shortness of the season has made it 
essential also to adopt practices of handling the crop that 1vould interfere 
as little as possible t'lith the speed of harvesting operations. 

Loss from Small Field Pilos: 

Severa~ years ago, it 1..ras the practice of inexperienced beet grm·rers 
in the Alberta territory to pile their beets in small piles in the field and, 
if there was no frost expected at nig."J.t, the beets 11rere left rmcovered until 
it was convenient to haul them to the loading station. An experiment was con
ducted at the Lethbridge Station in 1931 to determine the probable loss that 
might be incurred from this practice under our clima.tic conditions. Freshly 
dug and topped beets 1,,rere 1..,reighed into piles containing 200 pounds each and 
the piles i·rere left uncovered. Beets in these piles i·mre 11reighed daily and 
the following losses in '\'might 1.<rere recorded: 

J:.] Assistant Superintendent, Domini on Experimental Station, Lethbridge, 
Alberta, Canada. 
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Table 1.--Loss in Weight of Topped Beets Placed in 3)0 Pound, Uncovered Piles. 
Expressed in Percent of Originc'"l.l ~Teight 

Day Loss ·0 Day Loss 70 
1st 6~oo 8th 1.35 
2nd 4.25 9th 1.65 
~rd 
4th 

2.50 lOth 2.00 
2el5 11th 1.60 

5th 3·75 12th 1.00 
6th 3o00 13th 1.75 
7th 2.00 Total loss for 13 

day period 33.,00 

Loss in 13 days from similar piles covered with 4 inches of beet tops 22. 72'% 

It wi 11 ·oe noted in Table l that the 1 oss in \veight in the first 24 
hours '"as 6% \-Thile in the next 24 hours the loss vias 4o25%, or in 48 hours, 
10.25% of the original weight of ~~e beets had been lost. From that time until 
the end of the experiment, the d~ly losses were relatively uniform. By the end 
of 13 days the beets :nad decreased one-third in \'Ieight. \'i'hen this excessive 
shrinkage \vas brought to the farmers' attention, it helped them to see the 
necessity of more care in handling their beets. Naturally the value of covering 
beets that could not be hauled 'vas consi deredo Piles of beets similar to those 
left uncovered were covered with 4 inches of freshly cut beet topso The loss 
from these piles was 22.7% in 13 days as compared \'ii th 33% from the uncovered 
piles. This reduction of about one-third in the loss by covering was important 
and undoubtedly justified the cost of covering, but the loss was still excessive. 
Naturally \vb.en the farmers came to a realization of these losses they \lfere 
anxious to move their beets out of the field and deliver them at the loading 
station as rapidly as possibleo This created a condition of the deliveries 
being more rapid than the loading stations could receive cars to handle them., 

Piling at Loading Station~: 

The sugar company attempted to meet the situation by placing the beets 
in large piles at the loading ste,tion as they v!i shed to encournge the practice 
of removing the beets from the small field piles daily if possible to prevent 
loss in weight and especially to remove the hazard of having the beets frozen 
when freezing temperatures occurred. Table 2 contains the data of losses in 
weight occurring in loading station piles for 8 seasons, as compiled by the 
Canadian Sugar Factories Limited, \lfho have kindl,y provided this information: 

Table 2.--Loss in Weight of Beets in Piles at Loading Sta.ti ons, Storsd about 
30 Days, 

Year Avt:rage Size of Piles H·3i gh t of Pilos Loss in l'leight 
tons feet 0 

1926 24 g 6.1 
1927 60 g 7.8 
1928 214 g 9.6 
1929 370 g 11.6 
1930 1436 g 20 .. 6 
1931 372 g 10.8 
1937 10385 18 10.5 
1938 18177 18 4.6 

Average 10.2 
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The average loss in weight for the 8 seasons, it 'vill be noted, was 
10.2% ',vhich \-ras less than a third of the loss in uncovered small field piles 
but was still quite high. Hore importa!lt, ho~trever, than the average loss is 
the 1,-!ide fluctuation in different seasons, \vhich varies from 4.6% in 1938 to 
20.6% in 1930o The small loss in 1938 and some other seasons indicates the 
possibility of safely storing beets if the season is satisfactory, while the 
very heavy loss in 1930 shows the results of attempting to store beets in large 
piles when some of the beets have been frozen. It me~ be thought the.t it would 
be possible to prevent putting any frozen beets into sto~age piles and this 
the receiving agents at the loading stations attempted to do. Their instruc
tions 1t10re to place any loads that contained frozen beets directly into the 
cars to be shipped to tho factory for i~~ediate slicing or to refuse to accept 
them at all. Ho,vever, it was found that regardless of the precaution taken, 
some frozen beets would slip into the piles Qlld hot spots wore the result. 
Similar but lighter losses were noted in the beets stored at the factory sheds 
as recorded. in '.I' able 3. 

Table 3.-.-Loss of Weight in Beets Stored at the Factories. Average Storage 
period, 42 days. 

Year Loss in Weight Year Loss in ~leigh t 
db tO 

1925 14 .. 1 1932 3a2 
1926 4~1 1933 4 .. 5 
1927 7·9 1934 4.8 
1928 6.,0 1935 4.9 
1929 6.4 1936 5.,0 
1930 19.9 1937 a·5 
1931 5o7 1938 ·5 

Average 6.7 

Here a gain the excessive losses in 1930 are indicated. 

Unfortunately, no satisfactory data are available of the sugar content 
and purity of the beets as they went into these piles. 

Field Silo Piles for Storing Beets: 

The experience ,.,ri th l a rge piles stored at loading stations and at the 
factory was so disastrous in 1930 thc'1.t the Canadian Sugar Factories Limited, 
who buy all of the beets produced in the Alberta territory, deci cled that some 
other method of storage must be follo~ved and so mediumly-large covered piles, 
which have been called field silo piles, v;ere constructed in the fields. After 
some experimentation, it was found that beets, even if partly frozen, could be 
kept fairly ivell in properly construe ted p iles . 

Figure No. 1 shO'VlS a cliagrarn of the field silo pile as it is now 
used in the Alberta bee t area: -~--~- -~:·:-:;::::....~ 
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Fig ~ 1 Field Silo Pile 



The dimension of the piles as no\•T recommended are: 

Unfrozen beets: \'l'idth at base 
1'Tidth at top 
Height 

20 f to 30' 
61 to 10 i (top al ~,rays flat) 
71 to 9 t 

:Partly frozen 
beets: 

Width at base 16t 
'\'lidth at top 4t 
Height 6t 

These piles are covered v.rith beet tops and soil to reduce shrinkc'\ge 
and frost injury. It has been found tha t beets will heat if covered too much 
\'l'hen first piled, so the sides (A) and ends (B) are protected \'l'i th about 6 
inches of dry tops and this covering sealed over with soil. The top (C) is 
always flat and is covered ~nth about 4 inches of tops through which heat can 
escape. As the :pile settles and cools more soil is added to the sides until 
the soil is about 10 inches thick at the base and 4 inches at the top. If 
partly frozen or badly frozen beets are being piled they are covered with tops 
only until excessive heating stops, then the sides are sealed with dirt as 
\,Ji th unfrozen beets. One end of the pile is completed as soon as possible 
and covered immediately on the finished end, sides and top to check shrinkage 
and prevent freezing. Only the end on vrhich the beets are being piled is left 
open and it is reco~~ended to protect this face with canvas or other covering 
bet1r1een loads and at nig-,ht, especially if freezing temperatures or "~<rind pre
vails. Incidentally, wind is one of the elements o;f Alberta1 s wea ther. 

The storage of beets in these field piles placed the responsibility of 
assuming storage losses on the farmer, "VIhere previously this had beep. mainly 
borne by the manufacturero Immediately the beet grovmrs requested adjustments 
to be made in their contract to reimburse them for the losses sustained in 
storage and for the extra labor involved. Therefore, it became necessary to 
secure some information regarding losses occurring in this type of pile, so 
all of the beets produced at the Dominion Experimental Station at Lethbridge, 
Alberta, were weighed into a silo pile with careful attention b~ing given to 
proper taring and the beets were weighed out \~en moved to the factory, with 
the same care being taken in securing tares. Purity and sugar content te sts 
were made of the beets both when they went into the piles and when they were 
removed. The losses in \rfeight each· year and. the average changes in purity and 
sugar con:ent for the 3 years are shown in Table 4: 

Table 4.-. .... Field Silo Storage Piles 

Loss in Days Loss in Days 
Year Wei~ht Stored Year irleigh t Stor ed 

% % 
1931 6.2 29 1935 6.3 4s 
1932 10.3 34 1936 10.7 61 
1933 5·6 54 1937 3·6 27 
1934 10.7 ss 1938 6.2 36 

Average (8 years) 7·5 47 
Befor e Storage Aft er Storage Increas e 

Average Purity 85.0% 85.3% 0.3% 
Average Sugar Content 16.7% 17.9% 1.2% 
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It will oe noted in Te,ble 4 that the average shrinkage for a mean 
storage period of 47 days '.ms 7.5% of the original weight. It appears that the 
length of tir.:1e that the beets \'lere in storage influenced to some extent the 
amount of loss incurred but the loss in 1:wight t'i'as not entirely in proportion 
to the length of time that the beets \•rere held in storage~ The condition of 
the beets when placed in the piles, especially the presence of any frosted 
beets, influenced the losses. Other than this, the amount of wind seemed to 
be an important factor and indicates the necessity of applying sufficient cover 
to prevent the beets from being dried by excessive air movement through the 
pile. Excessive covering could not be used, h~Never, or heating developed. 

On the whole, the beets coming out of the piles \'i'ere in good condition 
for slicing as indicated oy the purity tests made. This is in agreement with 
the generally observed condition at the factory of the beets working up well 
through t118.t period of the run '!!!hen deliveries were being received from the 
siloed piles .. 

The data secured on the sugs,r content indicate a slight, although not 
a statistically significant, increase in percentage of sugar present when the 
beets were removed as compared with the sugar co11tent when the beets were placed 
in the pile, indicating that there may have been less loss of sucrose than of 
total weight.. This too is in agreement with factory experience. 

The value of the field silo storage pile as a means of caring for beets 
d.uring the period bet~·Teen the harvest and slicing has been considered carefully 
in the Alberta district. Some of the advantages are that it is quite con
venient for the farmers to move their beets from the field on to these piles 
as the beets are topped. and this definitely encourages them to pile the beets 
immediately. A number have developed the practice of topping on to lo>.; flat 
racks and hauling directl;r to the silo piles '1-Thile others fork the beets 
on to '.•ragons or trucks and haul them to the p ileso It appears that the loss in 
storage vn th fresh oeets tends to be lighter than in the large unprotected 
station :piles and the risk from s;,oilage ,,,rhere frozen beets must be handled is 
decidedly less in properly constructed field silo piles than in the large stor
age piles at the loading stations or at the factory sheis. 

There is a.n indication also that in the Alberta territory the general 
run of beets can be kept \'ri th gree.ter safety for longer periods in the field 
piles than they can in the large storage piles~ This suggests the possibility 
of lengthening the p eriod the factories could operate by using field silo stor
age. 

The objections of the f an1ers to the field silo pile are principally 
t,ro: first, they do not like to take their beets out of the silo piles and 
deliver them during the cold '!f!inte r wea ther but much prefer to clear up the 
entire operation and have the beets off their hands at the end of harvest and, 
second, the beets must be unloaded into the piles and loa,ded again. The use of 
nets or other equipment for unloading is reducing the ,ftrork of this double 
handling. There also is a small loss of beet tops used in covering the pile 
as it is difficult to salvage all of the tops when removing the dirt from 
the piles. 

One difficulty encountered by the manufacturer is that with a contract 
based on the gro,rers receiving a percentage of the total revenue obtained from 
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the manufactured sugar, the q_uestion of plac:i.ng the cost involved in field 
storage and reimbursement for loss in storage r aq_uires one more item for 
reckoning. The practice that has developed in Alberta is that the farmers 
are paid 65 cents per ton extra for beets that are properly stored in silo 
piles and 50 cents per ton, or total rejection, for impro~erly siloed beets. 
This amount of 65 cents is calculated on the following basis! 

Loss to gro· .. rer due to shrinkage 
Cost of extra labor 

Total pay-lllent 

$0.25 
o.4o 
$0~65 

In this arrangement the manufacturer assumes the payment of 40 cents for 
ext:ra labor 1.rhile the 25 cents paid for shrinkage is charged one half to the 
manufacturer and one half to all the gro•:'!ers, sufficient being deducted from 
the price paid for all beets to meet the gro1.rersl share of this pa~rment. The 
division of the 25 cents between the TD.:"tnufacturer and gro~:rers is based on the 
asswnption that there is no decrease in . the amount of sucrose during the silo 
period. out tha t the shrinkage is all of non-sucroseo ,As the payment for beets 
in this terri tory is on a pool basis and on a fifty-fifty arrangement D!=lt'Veeen 
the gr~.rer and manufacturer, it is assumed that each benefits eq_ually by the 
higher sug.?,r content of beets delivered from silo piles. 

From 10% to 41% of the Alberta beet crop has been siloed each year for 
the last 10 years" The actual arnount siloed each yea.r depends on the weather 
during harvest. The practice no..,.r f ollo'J;ed in handling the crop is for the 
sugar company to receive all of the fresh, und~~aged beets after they are 
ready to dig, as fast as the farmers can make delive~J but all beets damaged 
by frost or exposure that cannot be iwnediately sliced must be placed in silo 
piles until they can be used at the factory. 

11here there is no special reason for siloing beets, the f armer may re
ceive the siloing payment for any beets siloed only up to a maximum of 10% of 
n1s crop. This arrangement seems to meet the situation and to be satisfactory 
both to the growers and manufacturers. A"oout the only phase that is s till un
settled is the payment that should be allm<Jed for field siloing , To adjust 
thi.s eq_ui tably may req_uire more informa tion fl,S to shrinkage, possible loss of 
refinable sucrose and especially the extra cos t involved in siloing. As to 
the value of field siloing , there is full agre6ffient tha t under Alberta condi
tions the fi eld silo pile is essential and tha t it has done uore to insure 
the satisfactory harvesting of the crop than has any other development$ 


